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Graph transformation systems are a formal specification technique for
software systems that support the rule based specification of the dynamic
behaviour of a system.Their main advantages are the intuitive visual repre-
sentation of states and state transformations as graphs on the one hand, and
the fully formal semantics on the other hand, that allow precise statements
about the specification and tool support. In this paper we introduce refine-
ments and modules for typed graph transformation systems to support the
software specification development in both dimensions: modules for the
horizontal structuring of a specification, i.e., its composition from feasible
parts, and refinements for the development over time. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
Key Words: software specification; formal semantics; graph transformation;
refinement; module.
1. INTRODUCTION
The framework of graph transformation combines the potential and advantages
of two basic concepts: graphs and rewriting rules. Graphs are widely used means in
many disciplines of computer science like software engineering, distributed and
concurrent systems, and visual languages. They represent, in a natural and intuitive
way, system states, complex objects, diagrams, and networks of various kinds like
flowcharts, entity-relationship diagrams, different UML diagrams, and Petri nets.
On the other hand, transformation or rewriting rules are useful wherever permitted
actions and transitions must be described: they are used in many areas like language
definition, logic and functional programming, algebraic specification, term rewrit-
ing, theorem proving, concurrent processes, expert systems, and others.
Graph transformation systems are a formal specification technique, for which a
specification consists of a set of graph transformation rules. They are used for
modeling dynamically evolving systems, where the states are visually represented by
graphs and state transitions are represented by graph transformations. Beside the
typical benefits of formal specifications, graph transformation system specifications
provide an intuitive visual representation and an integrated and consistent model of
both the structure and the behaviour of the specified system. In fact, graph trans-
formation specifications supply the fully formal semantics of the specified systems,
and this allows both precise statements about the specification and tool support.
Refinements are the basic steps in the development of system specifications. Starting
from an abstract description of the system’s behaviour, stepwise refinements yield
more concrete specifications that should eventually be directly implementable on a
machine. Orthogonal to this vertical development, a specification technique must
support horizontal structuring that allows a stepwise development of a specification
from feasible components. In programming languages, modules have been introduced
for this purpose: a similar concept can also be formulated for specification techniques.
In this paper we consider refinements and modules of graph transformation
systems. A refinement of a more abstract specification by a more concrete one is
given by associating with each rule of the more abstract specification a composition
of rules of the more concrete specification, in such a way that the composed rule
coincides with the translation of the abstract rule to the type system of the target
specification. Hiding of the internal implementation parts is thereby obtained by
restricting the refinement to the types of the abstract specification, assumed to form
a subsystem of the types of the more concrete specification. It can be shown, then,
that all transformations of the abstract system yield implementations in the con-
crete system, whose visible parts coincide with the given abstract ones; i.e., refine-
ment preserves behaviour. The basic composition operations for graph transforma-
tion rules are sequential composition by concatenation and parallel composition by
amalgamation, i.e., refinement in space and time, that can be combined arbitrarily.
For the concrete definition of a refinement we introduce a language of expressions
that can be evaluated via the above mentioned rule operations. Refinement of
graph transformation systems is transitive, and substitution of rule expressions as
syntactical composition represents the semantical composition of refinements by
iterated rule composition.
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The module concept we introduce for typed graph transformation systems is
based on the one for algebraic specifications discussed in [BEPP87, EM90]. It
reformulates the module structure known from programming languages, introduc-
ing interfaces and implementation bodies, for specifications. While algebraic speci-
fications only model the static, pure functional view of a system, we are concerned
here with the formal specification of the dynamic behaviour of systems, including
states and their transformations. A major difference between specification modules
and programming language modules is that, in the first case, modules with generic
imports are treated as self contained entities with fully defined semantics, whereas
the behaviour of a programming language module is only defined if all the modules
required by the import interface are actually imported. This self-containement
allows for a compositional semantics and analysis of generic modules, i.e., the con-
struction of the system semantics from the semantics of the parts. Corresponding
composition operations are also introduced, and the most important algebraic
properties (equational laws) are shown.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review the basic notions
of typed graph transformation systems that are needed for the presentation of
refinements here. Then we introduce the syntax of refinements, i.e., the rule expres-
sions, and the evaluation of expressions by concrete semantical operations on rules.
In Section 4 we introduce refinements and their most important properties, such as
transitivity and preservation of behaviour. The module concept, based on refine-
ment as relation between export interface and implementation body, is introduced
in Section 5, the composition operations in Section 6. Some extensions of the
refinement concept that resulted from practical applications of the approach (see
[GPST00b]) are discussed in Section 7: conditional rules, weak refinements
(implementations), and subrule refinements. A conclusion, with a discussion on
related works and further developments, is given in Section 8.
2. TYPED GRAPH TRANSFORMATION SYSTEMS
In this section we briefly review the standard definitions and facts of typed graph
transformation systems in category theoretic terms. The categorical properties are
used in the proofs, but all constructions are explained also directly in terms of
graphs, sets, and functions, so that knowledge of category theory is not required for
reading the main part of this paper. For a detailed introduction and survey on
graph transformation systems without types see [CMR+97]. Types for graph
transformation systems are presented, e.g., in [CMR96, HCEL96].
The kind of graphs that we use are unlabelled directed graphs that may have
multiple edges and loops. A graph is given by a set of nodes, a set of edges, and two
functions assigning to each edge its source and target node, respectively. A graph
morphism is given by two mappings (relating nodes and edges, respectively) which
preserve the graph structure.
Definition 2.1. A graph G=(GE, GN, Gsrc, Gtar) is given by sets GE and GN of
edges and nodes, respectively, and functions Gsrc, Gtar: GE Q GN that assign to each
edge its source and target node, respectively.
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A graph morphism k=(kE, kN): GQH is a pair of functions kE: GE QHE and
kN: GN QHN that are compatible with the source and target functions: Hsrc p kE=
kN p Gsrc and Htar p kE=kN p Gtar.
Graphs and graph morphisms define the category Graph, which is isomorphic to
the functor category [GS, Set], where GS, the graph schema, is the category gener-
ated by
(E`src
tar
N).
A type system for graphs, rules, and graph transformation systems is itself given
by a graph TG whose nodes and edges are considered as node and edge types,
respectively. A TG-typed graph is then a graph homomorphism tG: GQ TG, i.e., the
typing of a graph G is an assignment of node and edge types of TG to the nodes
and edges of G that is compatible with the graph structures of G and TG. In
this way the items (nodes and edges) of G are separated into types t−1G (i)=
{x ¥ GX | tG(x)=i} for i ¥ TGX, where X=N or X=E. The typing tG: GQ TG of a
graph specifies which nodes can be connected by which (types of) arcs.
Definition 2.2. Let TG be a fixed graph, called type graph. A TG-typed graph
(tG: GQ TG) is given by a graph G and a graph morphism tG: GQ TG expressing
the typing of the nodes and edges of G in TG.
A morphism k: (tG: GQ TG)Q (tH: HQ TG) of TG-typed graphs is a graph
morphism k: GQH such that tH p k=tG.
Adding type information TG to graphs means passing from the category Graph
to the comma category GraphTG. Since Graph is complete and co-complete, so is
GraphTG.
A graph transformation rule is given by a left hand side L, that is to be matched
to a graph when the rule is applied, a right hand side R, by which the occurrence of
L is replaced, and a span LPKQ R, given by a gluing graph K and morphisms to
L and R, that expresses which items of L are related to which items in R. Intui-
tively, items related in this way are preserved when the rule is applied, and items in
L−K are deleted. A TG-typed graph transformation rule is a rule where the com-
ponents are typed over the same graph TG. Morphisms of rules are used below to
amalgamate them, i.e., glue rules w.r.t. specified overlappings.
Definition 2.3. A TG-typed rule L/l K0r R is given by TG-typed graphs L,
K, and R, the left hand side, gluing graph, and right hand side, respectively, and
TG-typed graph morphisms l: KQ L and r: KQ R.
A rule morphism f=(fL, fK, fR): pQ pŒ is given by TG-typed graph morphisms
fL: LQ LŒ, fK: KQKŒ, and fR: RQ RŒ, such that fL p l=lŒ p fK and fR p r=
rŒ p fK.
L ˜l K Łr R
fL‡ = fK‡ = ‡fR
LŒ ˜lŒ KŒ ŁrŒ RŒ
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Throughout this paper we assume that l is an inclusion, i.e., K ı L, and r is
injective. Let RuleTG denote the set of all such rules.
Rules can be applied to graphs via matching morphisms that embed the left hand
side of a rule in the actual graph. The transformation obtained by this application
is constructed in two steps. First the actual graph is decomposed into the
(occurrence) of the left hand side and its complement, then this complement is glued
with the right hand side of the rule. Both parts, decomposition and gluing, can be
described (although not constructed) as pushouts of graphs.
Definition 2.4. Given a TG-typed rule p=(L/l K0r R) a direct derivation
p/m: GSH from a graph G via p and a matching morphism m: LQ G is a pair
(p, S), where S is a double pushout diagram
L ˜l KŁr R
m‡ (po) k‡ (po) ‡h
G
l¯˜
DŁ
r¯
H
G is called the input, H the output, and h: RQH the comatch of p/m: GSH.
A derivation p1/m1; ...; pn/mn: GSH from a graph G via rules p1, ..., pn and
matching morphisms m1, ..., mn is a sequence of direct derivations such that the
output of the ith direct derivation is the input of the (i+1)st direct derivation.
· · · R i−1 Li ˜li Ki Łri Ri Li+1 · · ·
hi−1‡ mi‡ ki‡ hi‡ mi+1‡
· · · Hi−1 ==== Gi
l¯˜i
Di Ł
r¯i
Hi====Gi+1 · · ·
The notation p/m: GSH records the input and output of a derivation, the rule
that has been used, and the way it has been applied via the matching morphism.
The remainder of the double pushout diagram, D, and its adjacent morphisms, are
left implicit since they are determined uniquely up to isomorphism. However,
the pushout complement D need not always exist for arbitrarily given rule
p=(LPKQ R) and matching morphism m: LQ G. A necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of the pushout complement is the gluing condition (see
[Ehr79]). Intuitively it says that a node must not be deleted if there are adjacent
edges that are preserved, and there must not be contradictory information on
whether an item shall be preserved or deleted.
In a single derivation p/m: GSH the span GP DQH records the relation
between the items of G and H. This is necessary, because H is given only up to
isomorphism by the double pushout construction. For a sequence of single deriva-
tions GSH1 S · · ·Hn−1 SH the relation between G and H can be obtained via
span composition, given by the pullbacks
DŒ
(pb)
Gi˜DiŁHi˜Di+1ŁHi+1.
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Retyping of graphs w.r.t. a change of the type graph from TG to TGŒ is given via
a graph morphism f: TGQ TGŒ that induces two operations: a backward retyping
that maps TGŒ-typed graphs to TG-typed graphs, and a forward retyping in the
other direction. Intuitively, the forward retyping is just another way of looking at
the same graph, while the backward retyping, if f is injective, removes all the arcs
and the nodes of G mapped, by the typing function, to TGŒ but not to (the image
under f of) TG.
In the backward retyping of a TGŒ-typed graph tGŒ: GŒQ TGŒ, the type t−1G (i) ı G
(i ¥ TGN or i ¥ TGE) is given by the type t−1GŒ (f(i)), and G is given by all these types
for i ¥ TG. Thus, all types t−1GŒ (iŒ) of GŒ where iŒ is not in the image of f are dis-
carded. In the forward retyping of a TG-typed graph tG: GQ TG the type t−1GŒ (iŒ) is
given by the union of all types t−1G (i) of G such that f(i)=iŒ. If iŒ is not in the
image of f then t−1GŒ (iŒ) is empty.
The backward and forward retyping can be extended to graph morphisms and
yield functors, which are right and left adjoints. Due to this property the forward
retyping functor preserves all derivations, since these are given by pushouts (see
Theorem 2.1).
Definition 2.5. Let f: TGQ TGŒ be a graph morphism. f induces a forgetful
functor (backward retyping)
f< : GraphTGŒ Q GraphTG
f< (gŒ)=gg
f< (kŒ: gŒQ hŒ)=kg: gg Q hg
by pullbacks and mediating morphisms as in the following diagram
k*
Hg ||||||Ł
kŒ
HŒ
˘h*
Gg ||||||Ł GŒ hŒ
‡
g*
TG ||||||Ł
f
gŒ
TGŒ
and a free functor (forward retyping)
f> : GraphTG Q GraphTGŒ
f> (g)=f p g
f> (k: gQ h)=k
by composition.
k
H
G ‡h
g
TGŁ
f
TGŒ
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The definition is justified by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1 (Adjunction). (1) Forward and backward retyping functors are left
and right adjoints; i.e., for each f: TGQ TGŒ we have f> 1 f< : TGQ TGŒ.
(2) Forward retyping is a functor _> : GraphQ Cat, given by
TG W GraphTG,
f: TGQ TGŒW f> : GraphTG Q GraphTGŒ.
That means (idTG)>=idGraphTG and (e p f)>=e> p f> .
(3) Backward retyping is a (pseudo-) functor _< : GraphQ Catop, given by
TG W GraphTG,
f: TGQ TGŒW f< : GraphTGŒ Q GraphTG,
i.e., (idTG)< 5 idGraphTG and (e p f)< 5 f< p e< .
(4) If f is injective, then f< p f> 5 idGraphTG .
Proof. (1) The natural isomorphism [f p g, hŒ] 5 [g, hg] can be constructed
immediately from the defining properties of pullbacks.
2. Let
id>TG(g)=idTG p g=g
id>TG(k: gQ h)=k
(e p f)> (g)=e p f p g=e> (f> (g))
(e p f)> (k)=k=e> (f> (k)).
(3) The diagram
GŒ|ŁidgŒ GŒ
gŒ‡ ‡gŒ
TGŒŁ
idTGŒ
TGŒ
is a pullback, composition of pullbacks is a pullback, and pullbacks are unique up
to natural isomorphism.
(4) To prove that f< p f> 5 idGraphTG for injective f, we show that for each
(g: GQ TG) in GraphTG the diagram
G |||ŁidG G
g‡ ‡f p g
TG >|Ł
f
TGŒ
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is a pullback in Graph. Since for each g ¥ GraphTG, f> (g)=f p g and f< (f p g) is
a pullback of f p g and f, this would prove the assertion.
Suppose (f p g) p h=f p k for given graph morphisms h: XQ G and k: XQ TG.
Then
idG p h=h and g p h=k,
the latter because f is mono.
Furthermore, h is the only morphism that satisfies these equations, because of the
first one (idG p hŒ=h implies hŒ=h). L
Now, a typed graph transformation system specification is given by a set of
names, that may be considered as its signature, and a mapping that assigns to each
name a rule, thus specifying the behaviour.
Definition 2.6. A typed graph transformation system specification (tgts-specifi-
cation) G=(TG, N, p) is given by a type graph TG, a set N of names, and a
mapping p: NQ RuleTG that associates a TG-typed rule to each name.
Note that we use a slightly different notation than the one used in [CMR+97],
where a graph transformation system specification is called graph transformation
system. Furthermore, since in tgts-specifications rule names are introduced expli-
citly now, we will use the more suggestive notation n/m: GSH for the derivation
p(n)/m: GSH according to Definition 2.4.
A morphism of tgts-specifications (tgts-morphism) is given by a graph homo-
morphism that relates their types and a mapping associating each rule name of the
first system with a rule name of the second one: the condition is that the two
underlying rules coincide, after retyping the first rule over the target type system.
The tgts-specifications and tgts-morphisms define a category, which has colimits.
Definition 2.7. Amorphismof tgts-specifications (tgts-morphism)f=(fTG, fN):
GQ GŒ is given by a type graph morphism fTG: TGQ TGŒ and a mapping
fN: NQNŒ between the sets of rule names, such that f>TG(p(n))=pŒ(fN(n)) for
each n ¥N.
Proposition 2.1. The gts-specifications and tgts-morphisms form a category,
called TGTS.
Proof. Identities and composition are defined component-wise, i.e.,
idG=(idTG, idN): GQ G,
g p f=(gTG p fTG, gN p fN): TGQ TGŒQ TGœ.
The preservation properties of idG and g p f are obvious. L
Proposition 2.2 (Colimits). The category TGTS has colimits.
Proof. TGTS is isomorphic to the comma category
(R: GraphQ SetP Set : Id),
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where the functor R is defined by
R(TG)=RuleTG
R(f: TGQ TGŒ)=f> : GraphTG Q GraphTGŒ.
Its objects are triples (TG, N, p: NQ RuleTG) and its morphisms are pairs of
morphisms (fTG: TGQ TGŒ, fN: NQNŒ) with f>TG p p=pŒ p fN. Since Set has
colimits and the identity functor preserves them, the assertion follows. L
Pushouts in TGTS can be constructed component-wise, i.e., a pushout of tgts-
specifications is given by the pushout of the type graphs, the pushout of the name
sets, and the induced mapping to the set of rules typed w.r.t. the (pushout) type
graph.
Derivations are the most elementary semantic objects associated with typed
graph transformation system specifications. They represent the fully non-determi-
nistic sequential application of the rules with arbitrary matchings. A possible
extension is the non-deterministic parallel application of rules, also with arbitrary
matchings. If overlapping matchings shall be prescribed, i.e., synchronization
between rules is required, rules can be amalgamated w.r.t. these overlappings.
According to these different possibilities, different typed graph transformation
systems can be associated to a tgts-specification as its semantics. The commonality
of all these graph transformation systems is that they are all labeled transition
systems, whose class of states is always given by the class of all graphs typed w.r.t.
one given type system. They may differ, however, in the transitions, given by the
different ways to apply the rules. Due to the very definition of labeled transition
system, the derivations, i.e., sequences of direct derivations whose subsequent pairs
of output and input graph coincide (see Definition 2.4), are always represented via
paths in the labeled transition system. Here we associate to a tgts-specification a
sequential semantics. Later on, we will also consider a more general semantics with
amalgamated (parallel) derivations.
Definition 2.8. Let G=(TG, N, p) be a tgts-specification. The sequential
semantics Seq(G) of G is the labeled transition system given by all TG-typed graphs
as states and all direct derivations as labeled transitions.
Morphisms of tgts-specifications preserve the sequential semantics:
Theorem 2.1 (Preservation of Behaviour). Let f: GQ GŒ be a tgts-morphism.
Then for each path (derivation)
ni/mi: Gi S Gi+1 (i=1, ..., n) in Seq(G)
there is a path
fN(ni)/f
>
TG(mi): f
>
TG(Gi)S f>TG(Gi+1) (i=1, ..., n) in Seq(GŒ).
If f is injective, then furthermore f<TG p f>TG(Gi) 5 Gi and f<TG p f>TG(mi) 5 mi for all
i=1, ..., n.
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Proof. Each path
ni/mi: Gi S Gi+1 (i=1, ..., n) in Seq(G)
consists of pushouts
Li˜li Ki |Łri Ri
mi‡ ‡ ‡
Gi˜ DiŁGi+1
which are mapped by f>TG to
f>TG(Li) |˜f
>
TG(li) f>TG(Ki)|Łf
>
TG(ri) f>TG(Ri)
f >TG(mi)‡ ‡ ‡
f>TG(Gi) |˜ f>TG(Di) Ł f>TG(Gi+1)
The top row is given by the rule f>TG(p(ni))=pŒ(fN(ni)) and the squares are
pushouts, thus
fN(ni)/f
>
TG(mi): f
>
TG(Gi)S f>TG(Gi+1) (i=1, ..., n)
is a path in Seq(GŒ).
Furthermore, by Lemma 2.1,4, it follows that f<TG p f>TG(Gi) 5 Gi and
f<TG p f >TG(mi) 5 mi if f is injective. L
A direct consequence of this preservation property is that any tgts-morphism
between two tgts-specifications induces a mapping on their labeled transition
systems.
Corollary 2.1. A tgts-morphism f: GQ GŒ induces a mapping Seqf: Seq(G)Q
Seq(GŒ) defined by
tG: GQ TGW f >TG(tG: GQ TG) for each TG-typed graph G
p/mW fN(p)/f>TG(m) for each direct derivation p/m: GSH in G.
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 2.1. L
We close the section with a small and very abstract example of communicating
agents, specified via a tgts-specification. It will be refined later on by adding more
concrete information.
Example 2.1. Consider two agents P and Q. Agent P sends a message a to Q.
The abstract behaviour of this system is specified by the tgts-specification ComAg,
given by the one rule
send: a •nP nQ ˚˚2 nP nQ‹ a
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over the type graph
Msg •nAg .
Circles are used here to denote agents, shaded boxes messages, and a dashed arrow
indicates that an agent holds a message. The typing of the graphs is indicated by
their graphical representation. The gluing graph of the rule is given implicitly here
as in all following rules by the intersection of the left and right hand side.
3. AN ALGEBRA OF RULES
In this section we introduce the syntax of refinements, which will be formally
defined and studied in the next section.
The syntax of refinements is given by means of rule expressions, i.e., expressions
based on rule names and rule composition operation symbols. Their semantics is
defined by evaluating the expressions with concrete rules and composition opera-
tions. More precisely, the composition operations for rules we consider here are
sequential and parallel composition, for refinement in time and space, respectively
(cf. [CMR+97, gGPS98b]). Below we give concrete set theoretic definitions of
these operations, based on union and renaming of rules (see also [EEHT97]). Since
the union operation identifies items of different rules that happen to have the same
names, we introduce renaming as an auxiliary operation to control the identifica-
tions, as well as expressions for identity rules on arbitrary typed graphs. As a
formal prerequisite for the renaming operation, we assume a global set N of names
to be given, such that all nodes and edges that occur in some rule are taken from
N. Substitution of expressions is defined as usual.
Definition 3.1. Given a type graph TG, a set N of rule names, and a countably
infinite set N of names, the set E=Exp(TG, N,N) of rule expressions w.r.t. TG,
N, andN is given by the grammar
E: :=N | E; E | E 2 E | E[n] | idG,
where a renaming n of N is given by a list n=x1/y1, ..., xn/yn with xi, yi ¥N and
xi ] xj for all i ] j, and the index G in an identity expression idG is a (syntactic
expression for a) TG-typed graph.
Given another set NŒ of rule names, a substitution s is defined as a func-
tion s: NQ Exp(TG, NŒ,N). It extends to a function sg: Exp(TG, N,N)Q
Exp(TG, NŒ,N) by
sg(n) =s(n) sg(e[n])=(sg(e))[n]
sg(e; eŒ) =sg(e); sg(eŒ) sg(idG) =idG
sg(e 2 eŒ)=sg(e) 2 sg(eŒ).
Corresponding to these syntactic operations we introduce now the semantic
operations on rules.
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FIG. 1. Sequential composition of typed rules.
Sequential Composition. Given TG-typed rules p=LPl KQr R and pŒ=
LŒPlŒ KŒQrŒ RŒ , their sequential composition p; pŒ=Lœ/lœ Kœ0rœ Rœ is defined if
R=LŒ. In this case, Lœ=L, Rœ=RŒ, and the gluing graph Kœ is given by the
preimage Kœ=r−1(KŒ) ıK of KŒ ı LŒ under r: KQ LŒ=R. (See Fig. 1.) The
morphisms are given by the compositions lœ=l p lŒ|Kœ: KœQ L and rœ=
rŒ p r|Kœ: KœQ RŒ. Then lœ is an inclusion and rœ is injective, because r and rŒ are
injective.
The typings tKœ=tK |Kœ: KœQ TG, tLœ=tL: LQ TG, and tRœ=tRŒ: RŒQ TG are
compatible with the inclusion lœ (obviously) and rœ, because for all x ¥KœE 2KœN
tKŒ(r|Kœ(x)) =tLŒ(lŒ(r|Kœ(x)))=tLŒ(r(lŒ|Kœ(x)))
=tR(r(lŒ|Kœ(x)))=tK(lŒ|Kœ(x)) =tK |Kœ(x),
i.e., tKŒ p r|Kœ=tK |Kœ, and tRŒ p rŒ=tKŒ. This means that p; pŒ is a TG-typed rule.
As shown in [CMR+97], the direct derivations with a sequentially composed
rule are in one-to-one correspondence with the sequential composition of the single
rules’ direct derivations. In details, given rules p and pŒ with names n and nŒ,
respectively, and R=LŒ, there are direct derivations
n/m: GSH and nŒ/h: HSK,
where h: RQH is the comatch of n/m, if and only if there is a direct derivation
n; nŒ/m: GSK.
Union. As a prerequisite for the definition of the union of rules (which realizes
the parallel composition of rules) consider first the union of two functions
f: MQN and fŒ: MŒQNŒ, as a relation f 2 fŒ ı (M 2MŒ)×(N 2NŒ). We say
that f and fŒ are 2-compatible if f 2 fŒ is a functionM 2MŒQN 2NŒ, i.e,
-x ¥M 5MŒ, f(x)=fŒ(x).
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The union of two TG-typed rules p=LPl KQr R and pŒ=LŒPlŒ KŒQrŒ RŒ is defined
if all functions concerned are 2-compatible; i.e., for X ¥ {L, K, R}, the source and
target functions Xsrc, X
−
src and Xtar, X
−
tar, the node and edge components of the
typings tX, tXŒ, and the morphisms l, lŒ and r, rŒ must be 2-compatible. Moreover,
the union r 2 rŒ is required to be injective. Then the union p 2 pŒ is defined by
p 2 pŒ=(L 2 LŒ˜l 2 lŒ K 2KŒŁr 2 rŒ R 2 RŒ).
If the requirements stated above are satisfied, then the union p 2 pŒ is a TG-typed
rule again.
Operationally, the union of two (composed) rules can be understood as the exe-
cution of two threads of control, whose initial and final state are compatible. For a
pair of rules p1 and p2 as above it is shown in [CMR+97] that direct derivations
with p1 2 p2 are in one-to-one correspondence with unions of compatible local
derivations. Let m: L1 2 L2 Q G be a match of p1 2 p2 to an input graph G and
G=G1 2 G2 be a decomposition of G, which need not be disjoint, such that
m(Li) ı Gi (i=1, 2). Furthermore let L0 :=L1 5 L2 and mi (i=0, 1, 2) be the
restriction mi=m|Li : Li Q G. If m satisfies the compatibility conditions
• mi: Li Q m(L1 2 L2) 5 Gi is a match of pi,
i.e., it satisfies the gluing condition locally, and
• m1 deletes an item x ¥ G1 5 G2 if and only if m2 deletes x,
then there is a direct derivation p1 2 p2/m: GSH if and only if there are direct
derivations pi/mi: Gi SHi (i=1, 2) and H=H1 2H2. (More precisely, H is the
pushout of H1 and H2 w.r.t. the output H0 of p0/m0: G0 SH0; i.e., the local deri-
vations must be encapsulated.) This means that the input graph G is decomposed
into two parts G1 and G2 with intersection G0, each rule receives its part of input
including a copy of G0, and, after the rule application, the results are glued together
again. In the extreme case, both threads receive a copy of all of G, i.e., G1=G2=G,
as in the usual implementation of threads. Analogously, if p1=p
−
1; ...; p
−
k and
p2=p
'
1 ; ...; p
'
m are sequential compositions each thread receives its part Gi of the
input graph G, including a copy of G0, and works on it via the local derivations
p −1, r/m
−
1, r: G1, r S G1, r+1 (r=1, ..., k) and p'2, s/m'2, s: G2, s S G2, s+1 (s=1, ..., m),
respectively, where G1, k+1=H1 and G2, m+1=H2 (cf. Fig. 2). The overall compati-
bility requirement for the well definedness of the union p1 2 p2 ensures that the
outputs H1 and H2 of these local transformations can be glued together again and
yield a final result H=H1 2H2. The intermediate states, however, might be incon-
sistent.
Renaming. As done for unions, consider first the renaming of functions. Each
renaming n=x1/y1, ..., xn/yn of N induces an endo-function n:NQN by
n(xi)=yi and n(x)=x for all x ¥N−{x1, ..., xn}. A function f: NQNŒ with
N, NŒ ıN is called compatible with n inN, if
-x, xŒ ¥N, n(x)=n(xŒ)S n(f(x))=n(f(xŒ)).
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FIG. 2. The composition r; (p −1; p
−
2; p
−
3) 2 (p'1 ; p'2 ); q.
In this case the renamed function f[n]: n(N)Q n(NŒ) is defined by f[n](n(x))=
n(f(x)). A function f: NQ Z with N ıN is compatible with n, if
-x, xŒ ¥N, n(x)=n(xŒ)S f(x)=f(xŒ),
and the renamed function f[n]: n(N)Q Z is defined by f[n](n(x))=f(x) in this
case.
Given now a TG-typed graph tG: GQ TG, its renaming (tG: GQ TG)[n]=
(tG[n]: G[n]Q TG) is defined if the source and target functions Gsrc and Gtar are
compatible with n inN, and the typing tG is compatible with n. In this case
G[n]=(n(GE), n(GN), Gsrc[n], Gtar[n])
and tG[n] is the renaming of tG by n.
Finally the renaming p[n] of a TG-typed rule p=LPl KQr R by n is defined if
all renamings L[n], K[n], and R[n] are defined, and l and r are compatible with n
inN. Then
p[n]=L[n]˜l[n] K[n]Łr[n] R[n].
A bijective renaming does not change the effect of a rule, because isomorphic
rules yield isomorphic sets of derivations. Bijective renamings will only be used
inside parallel and sequential composition to identify or distinguish items of differ-
ent rules. A non-injective renaming, however, reduces the possible applications or
effects of a rule. If, for instance, an edge e: n1 Q n2 is renamed by [n1/n, n2/n] it
becomes a loop. Thus, if it occurs in a left hand side of a rule, the renamed rule can
only be applied at loops, while if it occurs in a right hand side, the renamed rule can
only create loops.
This restriction of applications/effects is also the aim of amalgamation of rules,
that is used for synchronization (see [BFH87]). Categorically an amalgamation is a
pushout w.r.t. a common subrule in RuleTG; set theoretically, a pushout can be
obtained by a union with appropriate renaming. With the latter, synchronization of
parts of the rules is expressed by giving equal names to items that shall be shared
and distinct names to items that shall be kept distinct.
Identity Rules. For each TG-typed graph tG: GQ TG the identity rule idG is
defined by
idG=G˜idG GŁidG G
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with each component typed by tG. Identity rules obviously induce identical deriva-
tions idG: HSH for any match m: GQH.
Sequential composition is defined for pairs of rules where the right hand side of
the first rule coincides with the left hand side of the second one. This condition can
now be obtained by an appropriate renaming and/or a union with identity rules (cf.
Example 2.1).
We summarize these constructions in the following definition of rule operations,
where also the evaluation of rule expressions is introduced.
Definition 3.2. Let p=LPl KQr R and pŒ=LŒPlŒ KŒQrŒ RŒ be TG-typed rules,
and n a renaming ofN. Then
p; pŒ =(L |˜|l p lŒ|Kœ r−1(KŒ)||ŁrŒ p r|Kœ RŒ) if R=LŒ,
p 2 pŒ=(L 2 LŒ |˜l 2 lŒ K 2KŒ|Łr 2 rŒ R 2 RŒ),
if all the unions of the functions are well defined,
p[n] =(L[n]˜l[n] K[n]Łr[n] R[n]), if all renamings are well defined,
idG =(G˜idG GŁidG G).
Given a function p: NQ RuleTG the corresponding partial evaluation function
pg: Exp(TG, N,N ) p0 RuleTG is inductively defined by
pg(n) =p(n), pg(e[n])=pg(e)[n]
pg(e; eŒ) =pg(e); pg(eŒ), pg(idG) =idG
pg(e 2 eŒ)=pg(e) 2 pg(eŒ)
whenever the right hand side of the equation is well defined.
The sets of TG-typed rules and operations yield the (partial) algebras of rules.
The following lemma states that forward retyping is a homomorphism of these
algebras. This result is needed to show the transitivity of refinements.
Lemma 3.1. Let fTG: TGQ TGŒ be a graph morphism. Then for all TG-typed
rules p, pŒ, all renamings n ofN, and all TG-typed graphs idtG: GQ TG, whenever the left
hand side of one of the following equations is defined, then also the right hand side is
defined and they are equal,
f >TG(p; pŒ) =f >TG(p); f >TG(pŒ)
f >TG(p 2 pŒ) =f >TG(p) 2 f >TG(pŒ)
f >TG(p[n]) =(f
>
TG(p))[n]
f >TG(idtG: GQ TG)=idf >TG(tG: GQ TG)
Thus f >TG: RuleTG Q RuleTGŒ is a homomorphism of partial algebras.
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Proof. Given an arbitrary rule p=LPl KQr R with typing tX: XQ TG
(X ¥ {L, K, R}) its retyping f >TG(p) is given by the same untyped part LPl KQr R
with typing fTG p tX. Thus it remains to be shown that the right hand sides are well
defined and that their typings are identical.
Sequential Composition. If tR=tL also fTG p tR=fTG p tL, whence f >TG(p);
f >TG(pŒ) is defined. Since the typings are inherited from p and pŒ (with a restriction
to Kœ) they are identical.
Union. The 2-compatibility of source and target functions and the compo-
nents of the left and right morphisms of the rules is independent of the typing. If
the typings tX, tXŒ (X ¥ {L, K, R}) are 2-compatible then fTG p tX, fTG p tXŒ (X ¥
{L, K, R}) are 2-compatible, too. Moreover, r 2 rŒ is injective, thus f >TG(p) 2
f >TG(pŒ) is defined.
Furthermore fTG p (tX 2 tXŒ)=fTG p tX 2 fTG p tXŒ (X ¥ {L, K, R}).
Renaming. The compatibility of source and target functions and the compo-
nents of the left and right morphisms of the rule with n in N is independent of the
typing. If the typings tX (X ¥ {L, K, R}) are compatible with n, then fTG p tX
(X ¥ {L, K, R}) is compatible with n, too. Moreover, r[n] is injective, thus
(f >TG(p))[n] is defined.
Furthermore fTG p (tpX[n])=(fTG p tpX )[n] (X ¥ {L, K, R}).
Identity Rules. The equation obviously holds. L
In this section we have presented a syntactic mechanism to express combinations
of graph transformation rules, which is based on rule expressions. We have also
presented the semantics of such expressions in terms of concrete composition
operations on rules. This constitutes the basis for the definition of refinement
morphisms in the next section. Refinements are then used in the module concept we
propose in Section 5 to support the implementation of the exported features as a
combination of local and imported rules.
4. REFINEMENTS
Having introduced the algebra of rules in the previous section, the definition of a
refinement of a tgts-specification G1 by a tgts-specification G2 is now straightfor-
ward. It is given by a graph morphism to relate the type graphs of the two specifi-
cations and a mapping that associates with each rule name of the first specification
an expression over the names of the second one. The forward retyping induced by
the type graph morphism yields one of the correctness criteria for the refinement:
The forward retyping of the original rule must coincide with the composed rule of
the refining system. Translation in this direction is necessary in order to ensure
preservation of behaviour (see Theorem 4.2 and the discussion in Section 7). The
other correctness criterion is that each refinement expression must be evaluable.
Definition 4.1. Given tgts-modules Gi=(TGi, Ni, pi) (i=1, 2) a refinement
r=(rTG, rN): G1 Q G2 is given by a graph morphism rTG: TG1 Q TG2 and a function
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rN: N1 Q Exp(TG2, N2,N), such that for each n ¥N1 the rule pg2 (rN(n)) is well
defined and r >TG(p1(n))=p
g
2 (rN(n)).
Since a single rule name is an expression, too, refinements subsume morphisms of
tgts-specifications as defined in Section 2 as special cases.
Remark. The closure Gg of a tgts-specification G=(TG, N, p) w.r.t. the rule
operations can be defined by adding all evaluable expressions (i.e., the ones whose
associated rules are well-defined) to the name set N and extending p to pg as in
Definition 3.2. A refinement r: G1 Q G2 is then a tgts-morphism r: G1 Q Gg2 , i.e.,
formally refinements are also subsumed by morphisms.
Definition 4.2. Let G=(TG, N, p) be a tgts–specification and Gg be its
closure. The composed semantics Com(G) of G is defined by Com(G)=Seq(Gg).
The refinement of tgts-specifications is transitive in the sense that a refinement of
a refinement is again a refinement. The corresponding composition of refinements is
given by the composition of the type graph morphisms and substitution of rule
expressions. Moreover, tgts-specifications and refinements yield a category.
Theorem 4.1 (Transitivity). Given refinements r=(rTG, rN): G1 Q G2 and rŒ=
(r −TG, r
−
N): G2 Q G3, their composition rŒ p r: G1 Q G3 , defined by
rŒ p r=(r −TG p rTG, r −N g p rN): G1 Q G3,
is a refinement. Composition is associative and the identities on type graphs and names
yield identity refinements. Thus, tgts-specifications and refinements define a category,
denoted by Ref.
Proof. Composition of graph morphisms is associative and has identities. The
composition r −N
g p rN of the name components is associative, since (r'N g p r −N)g=
r'N
g p r −N g for any r'N: N1 QN2 and has identities rN(n)=n ¥ Exp(TG1, N1,N).
In the following we show that
rŒ >TG(pg2 (e))=pg3 (r −N g(e))
for each e ¥ Exp(TG2, N2,N), whenever one side of the equation is defined, by
induction on e. This property then implies that for each n ¥N1 the rule
pg3 (r
−
N
g(rN(n))) is well defined and rŒ >TG(r >TG(p1(n)))=pg3 (r −N g(rN(n))).
If e=n ¥N2, then
rŒ >TG(pg2 (n))=rŒ >TG(p2(n))
=pg3 (r
−
N(n))
=pg3 (r
−
N
g(n)).
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If e=e1; e2, then
rŒ >TG(pg2 (e1; e2))=rŒ >TG(pg2 (e1); pg2 (e2))
=rŒ >TG(pg2 (e1)); rŒ >TG(pg2 (e2))
=pg3 (r
−
N
g(e1)); p
g
3 (r
−
N
g(e2))
=pg3 (r
−
N
g(e1); r
−
N
g(e2))
=pg3 (r
−
N
g(e1; e2)).
The proofs for e=e1 2 e2 and e=eŒ[n] are analogous. L
Example 4.1. The abstract specification ComAg of communicating agents given
in Example 2.1 can be refined by the following tgts-specification ChanCom that also
models the channel over which the message is transmitted. The type graph of the
second specification is given by
Solid boxes denote channels, agents may have writing or reading access to a
channel, and a message may be at the input or the output port of a channel. The
refining system has rules to connect and disconnect agents and channels, to submit
a message to a channel and receive a message from a channel, and to transmit a
rule through a channel
• w_connect:
• r_connect:
• submit:
• receive:
• transmit:
The rules w_disconnect and r_disconnect are the inverses of the corresponding
connection rules. For the refinement, we also need identity rules idaP P , idPQ l ,
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idQP l , and idQQ a on the graphs a •nP , nPŁ l , nQ˜ l , and
nQ‹ a . The refinement is then given by the inclusion of the type graphs and
the mapping
sendW (idaP P 2 w_connect[A/P, c/l] 2 r_connect[A/Q, c/l]);
(submit[m/a, A/P, c/l] 2 idQP l);
(idPQ l 2 transmit[m/a, c/l] 2 idQP l);
(idPQ l 2 receive[m/a, A/Q, c/l]);
(w_disconnect[A/P, c/l] 2 r_disconnect[A/Q, c/l] 2 idQQ a).
Note how the nodes of the refining rules are used as parameters here, that are
instantiated via the renamings. The renaming [c/l] is formally not necessary, but it
documents that P and Q have to be connected to the same channel in order to
communicate with each other.
It is easy to check that the rule composition is well defined, and that the forward
retyping of the send rule coincides with the result of the composition. Thus the
indicated mapping is in fact a refinement.
The most important property of refinements is of course preservation of beha-
viour. That means each path in Seq(G1) should be mapped to a path in Com(G2)
such that its restriction to the smaller type graph coincides with the given path. To
support the transitivity of refinements, we state this property immediately for
composed derivations, that contain direct derivations and their sequential compo-
sitions as special cases.
Theorem 4.2 (Preservation of Behaviour). Let r=(rTG, rN): G1 Q G2 be a
refinement of tgts-specifications. For each composed derivation e/m: GSH in
Com(G1) there is a composed derivation r
g
N(e)/r
>
TG(m): r
>
TG(G)S r >TG(H) in
Com(G2). Moreover, if rTG is injective, then
r <TG(r
g
N(e)/r
>
TG(m): r
>
TG(G)S r >TG(H)) 5 (e/m: GSH).
Proof. Let pg1 (e)=(LPKQ R), and the derivation e/m be given by the
following double pushout diagram in GraphTG1
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As shown in Theorem 4.2, r >TG(p
g
1 (e))=p
g
2 (r
g
N(e)). Furthermore r
>
TG preserves
pushouts since it has a right adjoint, thus
is a double pushout diagram in GraphTG2 ; i.e., it represents the derivation
rgN(e)/r
>
TG(m).
Finally, according to Lemma 2.1,(4), r <TG p r >TG 5 IdGraphTG2 if rTG is injective. L
The refinement category Ref does not have all colimits. For instance, there is in
general no way to obtain a smallest common refinement of two independent
refinements rN(n) and r
−
N(n) of a rule n. However, if one of the refinements is just
an inclusion of names,then a pushout exists. This special case is already sufficient
for the module concept for graph transformation systems that we discuss in the
next section.
Theorem 4.3 (Pushouts with Inclusions). Given refinements r=(rTG, rN): G1 QG2
and i=(iTG, iN): G1 Q G3 with iN injective and i(n) ¥N3 for all n ¥N1, there is a
pushout of r and i in Ref.
Proof. The type graph TG4 of the pushout object is given by the pushout of the
type graphs w.r.t. the graph morphisms rTG: TG1 Q TG2 and iTG: TG1 Q TG3, which
also yields rgTG and i
g
TG.
The name set is given by N4=(N3−i(N1))+N2, with associated rules p4(i1(n))=
p3(n) if n ¥N3 and p4(i2(n))=p2(n) if n ¥N2 , where i1: (N3−i(N1))QN4 and
i2: N2 QN4 are the coproduct injections.
(TG1, N1, p1)Łr (TG2, N2, p2)
i‡ ‡ig
(TG3, N3, p3)Ł
rg
(TG4, N4, p4)
The mapping igN is given by i2, and r
g
N(n)=i1(n) if n ¨ iN(N1) and rgN(n)=
ig2 (rN(n1)) if n=iN(n1).
These mappings obviously define refinements and yield a pushout in Ref. L
In this section we have introduced the refinement morphisms and shown their
most important properties, namely the transitivity and preservation of behaviour.
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Refinements are employed in the next section for the definition of a module concept
for graph transformation specifications. More precisely, they are used to support
the implementation of the features offered by the module to the external environ-
ment.
5. MODULES
Specifications of graph transformation systems can be decomposed into a
modular structure by introducing interfaces and implementation bodies, similar to
the modularization of programs in imperative languages. The interfaces describe the
relations to other tgts-modules. An export interface specifies the features offered by
the module to other modules or the environment; the import interface specifies the
parts that are required from other modules and can be used in the body to imple-
ment the export interface. Each of these components is now modeled by a tgts-spe-
cification which means that not only in the body, but also in the interfaces, proper-
ties can be specified in that the names given in the specification are supplied with
rules describing their behaviour. From this point of view, the rules of the export
interface specify pre- and post-conditions of their implementations in the body,
whereas the (abstract) import interface rules specify necessary conditions for their
actualizations by fixing their part belonging to the import interface types.
A simple inclusion morphism is used for relating the import interface and the
body while a refinement morphism is employed to relate the export interface and
the body. In this way the body can use the rules imported from other modules and
the rules of the export interface are implemented (refined) by the rules of the body.
As for programming language modules, the import interface of a tgts-module
plays an effective role only when the body needs to use external features offered by
other modules. Hence, modules with empty import interface are the basic tools for
the development of a module system (library) in a bottom–up way. Unlike the case
of programming language modules, however, the top–down approach is supported,
too, because the import interface is used simply to describe the required resources
(generic importing), rather than naming specific modules to provide them (as in
most imperative programming languages).
The semantics of a tgts-module is given by the semantics of the three compo-
nents, related by the mappings of transition systems induced by the specification
morphisms. We consider the sequential semantics for the interfaces and the
composed semantics for the body.
The composition operation of modules (discussed in the following section) allows
us to access modules only via their export interfaces, which thus become the only
visible part of the module. The semantics of this visible part is not affected by the
semantics of the local components, import and body; i.e., different implementations
as well as different importations are possible, as long as they realize the one beha-
viour specified at the export on the visible (exported) types. The module structure,
together with the composition operations, yields the structuring means for specifi-
cations which supports both implementation (via refinement morphisms) and
information hiding (via export interfaces).
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Implementation via refinements has the advantage that refinement of graph
transformation systems is transitive (while implementation in the general sense is
not). This supports the kind of generic importing discussed above and allows us to
consider each module as a per se structure, i.e., to give a semantics of open
modules.
Definition 5.1. A module MOD=(IMP0m BODPr EXP) is given by tgts-
specifications IMP, BOD, and EXP, an injective tgts-morphism m: IMPQ BOD,
and a refinement r: EXPQ BOD. It can be visualized by
Note that, since the preservation of behaviour property holds both for tgts-
morphisms and for refinement morphisms, it follows that any derivation of the
export (import) interface can be translated into a derivation of the body and this
target derivation can be also reflected back to the original one.
Definition 5.2. The semantics of a module MOD=(IMP0m BODPr EXP) is
given by the sequential semantics of the import and export interfaces Sem(IMP),
Sem(EXP) (see Definitions 2.8 and 4.2) and the composed semantics of the body
Sem(BOD). The three transition systems are related by the mappings induced by m
and r.
Example 5.1. Consider the two tgts-specifications ComAg and ChanCom of
Examples 2.1 and 4.1, respectively. They define a module SEND=(SENDIMP0m
SENDBOD/r SENDEXP) where SENDEXP=ComAg, SENDBOD=ChanCom,
and r is the refinement morphism specified in Example 4.1. Since SENDBOD does
not have information about the structure of the channel c, we define the import
interface SENDIMP as the tgts-specification consisting only of the rule transmit,
typed over the type graph,
with the inclusion to SENDBOD.
The implementation of the rule transmit, i.e., of the channel structure, is imported
from another module and we now present a possible implementation where the
channel is a buffer. This means that a message transmitted along the channel has to
go through some intermediate steps.
Consider for that purpose the module CH=(CHIMP0mŒ CHBOD/rŒ CHEXP)
where CHEXP=SENDIMP and CHIMP is the empty tgts-specification (i.e., we
don’t import any external rule to implement the offered rule transmit), included
into the body via the empty inclusion morphism mŒ. The body CHBOD=
(TGCHBOD, NCHBOD, pCHBOD) is defined as follows.
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The type graph TGCHBOD is the following extension of the type graph of the
export interface:
The type Bu denotes an intermediate cell of the channel structure. Cells can be
connected with each other and with the input/output ports of the channel through
dotted arrows. The type H denotes the header to be attached to the message, con-
taining the information that identifies the message (sender, receiver, size, etc.), that
we treat abstractly here, i.e., without its internal structure. The name set NCHBOD
contains five rule names whose underlying rules are given as follows.
• show_buffer:
• hide_buffern: the inverse rule of show_buffer
• attach_headerh:
• detach_header: the inverse rule of attach_header
• first_cell:
• next_cell:
• last_cell:
These rules describe all the necessary steps for sending the message m from the
input to the output side of channel l, along the intermediate cells of the buffer:
show_buffer introduces the buffer structure, attach_header and detach_header
introduce and remove, respectively, the header of the message, while first_cell,
next_cell, and last_cell do the stepwise transmission.
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The refinement morphism rŒ between CHEXP and CHBOD is given by the
inclusion of the type graphs and the mapping
transmitW (idmQ c 2 attach_header 2 show_buffern[l/c]);
(idbuffer 2 first_cell[b/1, l/c]);
(idhQ m 2 idbuffer 2 next_cell[b/1, bŒ/2]);
... ;
(idhQ m 2 idbuffer 2 next_cell[b/n−1, bŒ/n]);
(idhQ m 2 idbuffer 2 last_cell[b/n, l/c]);
(detach_header 2 hide_buffer[l/c])
for arbitrary n and h, where idhQ m and idmQ l stand for the identity rules on the
graphs H|“m and m‹ l , respectively, and idbuffer stands for the identity
rule on right hand-side graph of show_buffer with l substituted by c.
It is easy to check that the previous mapping is a refinement, i.e., that the rule
composition is well defined, and that the forward retyping of transmit coincides
with the result of the composition.
This small example models the synchronous communication between two agents.
Due to some limitations of the refinement morphisms, it is not a very realistic
example. Note in fact that, since we cannot express iteration with the refinement
expressions, the number of intermediate steps in the buffer has to be known; i.e., n
is generic, but fixed. This topic is discussed at the end of Section 7.1, where we
propose a weak form of refinement allowing if–then–else and iteration construc-
tions to be modeled and, consequently, more realistic examples to be provided.
We conclude this section by defining morphisms of modules and showing the
relevant categorical properties (existence of colimits) used in the following section
to define the module operations.
Definition 5.3. Let MOD=(IMP0m BOD/r EXP) and MODŒ=(IMPŒ0mŒ
BODŒ/rŒ EXPŒ) be modules. A module morphism mod:MODQMODŒ is a triple
(modI: IMPQ IMPŒ, modB: BODQ BODŒ, modE: EXPQ EXPŒ) of tgts-morphisms
such that the following diagrams (in TGTS and Ref, respectively) commute.
IMP|Łm BOD BOD |˜r EXP
modI‡ = ‡modB modB‡ = ‡modE
IMP Œ|Ł
mŒ
BOD Œ BOD Œ |˜
rŒ
EXP Œ
Since the module morphism components are tgts-morphisms, by Proposition 4.2
it follows that module morphisms preserve derivations.
Proposition 5.1. Modules and module morphisms form a category calledMOD.
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Proof. The identity module morphism is id=(idI, idB, idE):MODQMOD.
Composition of two module morphisms mod=(modI, modB, modE):MOD1 Q
MOD2 and modŒ=(mod −I, mod −B, mod −E):MOD2 QMOD3 is given by the compo-
nent-wise composition of the involved tgts-morphisms: modœ=(mod −I p modI,
mod −B p modB, mod −E p modE):MOD1 QMOD3.
IMP|Ł BOD BOD |˜ EXP
modI‡ = ‡modB modB‡ = ‡modE
IMPŒ|ŁBOD Œ BOD Œ |˜EXP Œ
modŒI‡ = ‡modŒB modŒB‡ = ‡modŒE
IMPœ|ŁBODœ BODœ |˜EXPœ
The resulting morphism modœ is a module morphism due to the commutativity of
each single square.
Finally, the associativity of the composition of module morphisms and the com-
patibility of identities w.r.t. composition are guaranteed by the corresponding
properties of tgts-morphisms and of refinements. L
A module MOD is a submodule of MODŒ if there exists a module morphism
mod:MODQMODŒ such that the tgts-morphism between the body components
preserves the separation between imported and local rules (i.e., no local rule is
mapped to an imported rule). This restriction ensures that the rules in the two
components have the same role and is needed to prove that the category MOD has
pushouts w.r.t. submodules (see Proposition 5.3).
Definition 5.4. Let MOD=(IMP0m BOD/r EXP) and MODŒ=(IMPŒ0mŒ
BODŒ/rŒ EXPŒ) be two modules. MOD is a submodule of MODŒ if there exists a
module morphism mod=(modI, modB, modE):MODQMODŒ such that modB:
BODQ BODŒ keeps the imported rules separated from the local ones, i.e.,
modB(m(IMP)) ı mŒ(IMPŒ)
modB(BOD−m(IMP)) ı BODŒ−mŒ(IMPŒ)
The morphism mod is called a submodule morphism.
The submodule relation is transitive: if modB: BODQ BODŒ and mod −B:
BODŒQ BODœ keep imported rules and local rules separated, then also their com-
position has the same property.
Proposition 5.2. Pushouts in TGTS are preserved in Ref.
Proof. The assertion follows from the fact that a refinement is a morphism into
the closure of the target specification, see Remark 4. L
Proposition 5.3. MOD has pushouts with respect to submodules.
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Proof. We consider all involved tgts-morphisms as refinements, according to the
embedding of TGTS into Ref.
Let mod1:MOD0 QMOD1 and mod2:MOD0 QMOD2 be module morphisms
such that both mod1 and mod2 are submodule morphisms. We have to show the
existence of a module MOD3 and two induced morphisms mod
−
1:MOD1 QMOD3
and mod −2:MOD2 QMOD3 such that the following diagram is a pushout inMOD.
Let EXP3, BOD3, IMP3 be pushout objects (in TGTS) of the corresponding
components of mod1 and mod2. As a consequence of Proposition 5.2 they are also
pushouts in Ref.
Unique morphisms EXP3 Q BOD3, IMP3 Q BOD3 are induced by the universal
property of pushouts. It remains to be shown that the morphism m3: IMP3 Q BOD3
is (the embedding of) an injective tgts-morphism.
By assumption, MOD0 is a submodule of MOD1 and MOD2; i.e., the morphisms
BOD0 Q BOD1 and BOD0 Q BOD2 map imported rules into imported rules and
local rules into local rules. The induced morphisms BOD1 Q BOD3 and BOD2 Q
BOD3 have the same property (i.e., they are submodule morphisms, too).
Since, by definition, m0, m1, and m2 are injective morphisms, m3 is also injective.
L
In this section we have formally defined the tgts-module syntax and semantics.
We have also introduced the module morphisms, and shown their relevant
categorical properties. These properties are used in the next section for the defini-
tion of the module interconnection operations.
6. AN ALGEBRA OF MODULES
After the introduction of tgts-modules we now introduce operations to intercon-
nect modules and construct new ones; i.e., we define an algebra of tgts-modules.
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The development is guided by the analogous constructions for algebraic specifica-
tion modules as presented in [EM90] by showing that the categorical properties
needed for these constructions also hold for tgts-specifications. Due to this
categorical approach, the connections between modules are modeled by morphisms
and the results of the operations are specified abstractly by their universal proper-
ties. That means that the operations are defined ‘‘up to isomorphism,’’ i.e., different
concrete representations of the results are allowed, as long as they realize the same
relevant structure. The advantages of the categorical formulation are the more
appropriate level of abstraction on the one side, that allows us to neglect concrete
constructions to obtain disjoint names, for example, and the automatic compati-
bility results implied by the universal characterizations of the operations.
6.1. Union of Modules
The union of two modules MOD1 and MOD2 is defined w.r.t. an explicitly
defined common submodule MOD0 , with the submodule relationship as introduced
in Definition 5.4. This allows the explicit control over which items of MOD1 and
MOD2 are to be considered as shared and which ones as local, independently of the
names chosen locally. In this way, items from MOD1 and MOD2 are identified in
the union if and only if they are images of the same corresponding item in MOD0 ,
whose embedding into MOD1 and MOD2 makes the identifications explicit. More
concretely, the union MOD1 ÀMOD0 MOD2 can be obtained by taking first the
disjoint union of the corresponding components of MOD1 and MOD2 and then
identifying the parts in common contained inMOD0.
Definition 6.1. Let MOD1 and MOD2 be two modules and let MOD0 be a
submodule of both MOD1 and MOD2 via the submodule morphisms mod1:
MOD0 QMOD1 and mod2:MOD0 QMOD2. The union MOD3=MOD1 ÀMOD0
MOD2 of MOD1 and MOD2 w.r.t. MOD0, mod1 and mod2, is given by the pushout
object of mod1 and mod2 inMOD.
The existence of pushouts in MOD w.r.t. submodules is shown in Proposi-
tion 5.3.
The following facts can be proved using only standard properties of the involved
categories. Hence, for their complete proofs, we refer to [Par86] where they are
proved for algebraic specification modules.
Proposition 6.1. (1) MOD1 and MOD2 are submodules of MOD1 ÀMOD0
MOD2 (it follows from Proposition 5.3 and standard properties of pushouts);
(2) Associativity of the union: if MOD0 is a submodule of MOD1 and MOD2,
and MOD3 is a submodule of MOD2 and MOD4, then
(MOD1 ÀMOD0MOD2) ÀMOD3MOD4 5MOD1 ÀMOD0 (MOD2 ÀMOD3MOD4).
6.2. Composition of Modules
Given two modules MOD=(IMP0m BOD/r EXP) and MODŒ=(IMPŒ0mŒ
BODŒ/rŒ EXPŒ), the idea for the composition operation is to relate them using a
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tgts-morphism, called interface morphism, between the import interface of MOD
and the export interface ofMODŒ,
h: IMPQ EXPŒ
that maps the required features of MOD to the offered features of MOD’ and thus
actualizes the import. As result of the composition a new module is created having
the import interface of MODŒ, the export interface of MOD, and a body imple-
menting the features of both MOD and MODŒ. The latter is again given by a
pushout of an injective tgts-morphisms and a refinement, whose existence is shown
in Theorem 4.3.
Definition 6.2. Let MOD=(IMP0m BOD/r EXP) and MODŒ=(IMPŒ0mŒ
BODŒ/rŒ EXPŒ) be two modules and let h: IMPQ EXPŒ be a tgts-morphism. The
compositionMODœ=MODŒ p hMOD is defined by
MODœ=(IMPœ||Łm* p mŒ BODœ |˜|r* p r EXPœ),
where IMPœ=IMPŒ, EXPœ=EXP, and BODœ is the pushout object (and mg and
rg are the induced morphisms) of the following diagram in Ref
For the composition, it is theoretically sufficient to consider the special case of
h=id. In fact, we can recover the h ] id case by introducing the intermediate
module (EXPŒ0id EXP Œ/h IMP) and composing it with the given modules as
shown in Fig. 3.
As above the following basic properties of composition can be deduced immedi-
ately from their universal properties, as shown explicitly in [EM90] for algebraic
specification modules.
Proposition 6.2. (1) Composition of modules is associative,
(MODœ ph1 MODŒ) ph2 MOD 5MODœ ph1 (MODŒ ph2 MOD),
due to standard properties of composition of pushouts (see Fig. 4).
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FIG. 3. Module composition with IMP=EXPŒ.
(2) Compatibility of composition and submodule. If MOD1 is a submodule of
MOD3 and MOD2 is a submodule of MOD4 then (MOD1 ph1 MOD2) is a submodule
of (MOD3 ph3 MOD4), for all interface morphisms h1 and h2 from MOD1 to MOD2
and from MOD3 to MOD4, respectively, that are compatible with the submodule
inclusions.
(3) Symmetric distributivity of union and composition. Let MOD0 be a sub-
module of MOD1, MOD2 and MOD
−
0 a submodule of MOD
−
1, MOD
−
2. Let
FIG. 4. Associativity of module composition.
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hi:MODi QMOD −i, i=0, 1, 2 be interface morphisms such that h0 is the restriction
of h1 and h2. Then
(MOD1 ÀMOD0 MOD2) ph1 Àh0 h2 (MOD
−
1 ÀMODŒ0 MOD −2)
5 (MOD1 ph1 MOD −1) ÀMOD0 p h0MODŒ0 (MOD2 ph2 MOD
−
2).
Example 6.1. As an example of composition, consider the connection of the
SEND-module describing the sending of messages between agents with the CH-
module that specifies the transmission of messages along channels.
The two modules SEND=(SENDIMP0m SENDBOD/r SENDEXP) and
CH=(CHIMP0mŒ CHBOD/rŒ CHEXP) of Example 5.1 can be composed via the
identity morphism id: SENDIMPQ CHEXP,
The resulting composed module is CHSEND=(CHIMPŁm* p mŒ CHSENDBOD˜r* p r
SENDEXP), and mg, rg, and CHSENDBOD=(TG, N, p) are defined as follows:
• TG is the following type graph:
• N={w_connect, w_disconnect, r_connect, r_disconnect, submit, receive,
show_buffer, hide_buffer, attach_header, detach_header, first_cell, next_cell,
last_cell} whose underlying rules (typed over TG) have been already presented in
Examples 2.1, 4.1, and 5.1.
mg is given by the inclusion of the type graphs and the inclusion mapping of
the rule names. Note that mŒ is the empty morphism, so mg p mŒ=mŒ.
• rg is given by the inclusion of the type graphs and the mapping rgN defined by
-x ¥N, rgN=˛ r −P(x), x=transmitx, otherwise.
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6.3. Module Refinement
The refinement relation between single tgts-specifications can be extended com-
ponentwise to tgts-modules. Thus we say that a module is refined by another one if
there exist three refinement morphisms between their corresponding components
that are compatible with the internal module connections.
Definition 6.3. Let MOD=(IMP0m BOD/r EXP) and MODŒ=(IMPŒ0mŒ
BODŒ/rŒ EXPŒ) be two modules. A module refinement rMOD=(rI, rB, rE):
MODQMODŒ is a triple of refinements rI: IMPQ IMPŒ, rB: BODQ BODŒ and
rE: IMPQ EXPŒ such that the following diagrams commute in Ref.
IMP|Łm BOD |˜rŒ EXP
‡rI = ‡rB = ‡rE
IMP Œ|ŁmŒ BOD Œ |˜rŒ EXP Œ
Note that module morphisms as defined in Definition 5.3 are particular cases of
module refinements. Analogously to the category MOD, we can define a category
MOD-Ref of modules and module refinements. Unlike MOD, MOD-Ref is not
closed under pushouts (because Ref is not closed), but we can prove the following
result:
Proposition 6.3. Any pair (rMOD:MOD0 QMOD1, mod :MOD0 QMOD2)
consisting of a module refinement rMOD and an injective module morphism mod has
pushouts inMOD-Ref.
Proof. It follows directly from Proposition 4.3. L
Definition 6.4. Let m:MOD0 QMOD1 be a submodule morphism and
rmod0 :MOD0 QMOD −0 be a module refinement. A module refinement
rmod1 :MOD1 QMOD −1 is compatible with m and rmod0 if there exists a submodule
morphism mŒ:MOD −0 QMOD −1 such that the following diagram commutes:
MOD0 |Łm MOD1
‡rmod0 ‡rmod1
MOD −0|ŁmŒ MOD −1
Having this definition, we can state the following compatibility properties of
module refinements w.r.t. union of modules or composition of modules, respec-
tively.
Proposition 6.4. (1) The union of module refinements is the module refinement
of the union;
(2) The composition of module refinements is the module refinement of the
composition.
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Proof. (1) Let MOD3=MOD1 ÀMOD0 MOD2 be the union of MOD1 and
MOD2 w.r.t. a common submodule MOD0, via the submodule morphisms mod1,
mod2, and let rMOD1 :MOD1 QMOD −1, rMOD2 :MOD2 QMOD −2 be module refine-
ments of MOD1, MOD2 compatible with the module refinement rMOD0 :MOD0 Q
MOD −0 of their common submodule MOD0. The situation is depicted in Fig. 5. By
definition of compatibility, mod −1 and mod
−
2 are submodule morphisms. Thus, we
can construct the module MOD −3=MOD
−
1 ÀMODŒ0MOD −2 as the union of MOD −1
and MOD −2 w.r.t. MOD
−
0. Note that the module refinement rMOD3 :MOD3 QMOD −3
is unique by the universal property of the pushout (MOD0−MOD1−MOD2
−MOD3). Hence, the union of module refinements is the module refinement of the
union.
(2) Consider the modules MOD1=(IMP1 Q BOD1 P EXP1), MOD2=
(IMP2 Q BOD2 P EXP2), MOD −1=(IMP −1 Q BOD −1 P EXP −1), MOD −2=(IMP −2 Q
BOD −2 P EXP −2) and the module refinements rMOD1=(rI1 , rB1 , rE1 ):MOD1 QMOD −1,
rMOD2=(rI2 , rB2 , rE2 ):MOD2 QMOD −2, as shown in Fig. 6.
Define now MOD12=MOD1 p hMOD2 and MOD −12=MOD −1 p hŒMOD −2 the
composed modules w.r.t. the interface morphisms h: IMP2 Q EXP1 and hŒ:
IMP −2 Q EXP −1, respectively (see Fig. 6).
If rE1 p h=hŒ p rI2 (for h=id the condition becomes rE1=rI2 ), then the composi-
tion MOD −1 phŒ MOD −2 yields a module which is a refinement of MOD1 ph MOD2
w.r.t. the module refinement (rI1 , rB12 , rE2 ). The existence and uniqueness of
rB12 : BOD12 Q BOD −12 follows from the universal properties of pushouts. L
In this section three interconnection operations for tgts-modules have been pre-
sented, namely union, composition, and module refinement, together with their
compatibility properties. With these definitions we conclude the presentation of the
theory of tgts-modules.
FIG. 5. Compatibility of module union and refinement.
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FIG. 6. Compatibility of module composition and refinement
7. EXTENSIONS
In the previous sections we have used pure graph transformation systems and
refinements in order to develop the theory. To support real applications of the
approach, some extensions discussed in this section should be considered. Some are
induced by extensions of the notions of graph and graph transformation directly,
like attributed graphs or the more general attributed graph structures (see [Sch92,
LKW93]). Others involve the use of conditional rules, which, in combination with
refinements, allow us to model if–then–else constructions. Then we relax the
(rather) strict definition of refinement by allowing to call refinements all those
whose visible part coincides with the abstract rule. Finally, we show how
subrule–refinement (see [Par96]) can be simulated by the typing mechanisms used
in this paper. All these extensions have also been motivated by the application of
the approach reported in [GPST00b].
7.1. Conditional Rules and Weak Refinement
Positive and negative application conditions for graph transformation rules con-
strain their matches by requiring or prohibiting the presence of certain structures in
the context of the match (cf. [Koc96, HHT95]). They are formulated by sets of
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typed graph morphisms, where the constraints on the matches are based on their
extendability to these morphisms as follows.
Consider a TG-typed rule p=(LPKQ R) and a match m: LQ G of p in a
graph G. A single application condition AC for p is given by TG-typed graphs
C, C1, ...Cn and morphisms c: LQ C and ci: CQ Ci. The match m satisfies AC, if
for each injective graph morphism p: CQ G with p p c=m there is an i ¥ {1, ..., n}
and an injective graph morphism qi: Ci Q G such that qi p ci=p.
Ci˜ci C˜c L ˜KŁR
,qi -p ‡m
G
Simple positive and negative application conditions are obtained by taking C=L,
c=idL, and n=1 for a positive condition, and n=0 for a negative condition. In
the first case satisfaction specializes to the existence of an extension of the match m
to c1: LQ C1, i.e., there must be a morphism q1: C1 Q G with q1 p c1=m. In the
second case (n=0) there must not be an extension of m to c: LQ C. In this way the
(non-) existence of nodes or edges of certain types in the context of the match is
expressed. A (general) application condition for a rule is given by a set of single
application conditions, and a conditional rule is a rule with a general application
condition.
Renaming and union of conditional rules are defined as for simple rules in terms
of the corresponding operations on graphs and morphisms. Concerning sequential
composition, a construction is presented in [Koc96] that allows the shifting of
conditions along rules. To compose conditional rules p1 and p2, the application
condition AC2 of p2 is transformed into an application condition for p1 by moving
it along p−11 =(RPKQ L) to the left hand side L of p1. The sequential composi-
tion of the rule bodies is obtained as before. It is then shown in [Koc96] that there
is a sequential derivation (p1/m: GSH); (p2/n: HS J) iff there is a derivation
(p1; p2)/m: GS J; i.e., the sequential composition of rules is in one-to-one corre-
spondence with the sequential composition of derivations.
Application conditions can be used to model case distinctions, like if–then–else or
case-constructs. For this purpose, the definition of refinements could be extended as
follows. Each abstract rule p is mapped to a set of concrete rules pŒ={p −1, ..., p −n}
representing the different implementations of p in different contexts, specified by
the application conditions AC −i of p
−
i. Then, applying a set of rules means to apply
one of them; i.e., a match for pŒ is given by a match for some p −i. This, however,
only makes sense if the refinement condition is relaxed, because otherwise each
concrete rule p −i would have to satisfy r
>
TG(p)=p
−
i; i.e., they would all have to be
identical. A more reasonable condition for such a refinement would be to require
that only the visible part of each refining rule coincides with the abstract one, i.e,
r <TG(p
−
i) 5 p for each i=1, ..., n. That means a real case distinction can be made, at
least on the private types, as long as the visible effect is the same in each case.
Definition 7.1. Given tgts-modules Gi=(TGi, Ni, pi) (i=1, 2) a weak
refinement r=(rTG, rN): G1 Q G2 is given by a graph morphism rTG: TG1 Q TG2 and
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a function rN: N1 QP(Exp(TG2, N2,N)), such that for each n ¥N1 and each
nŒ ¥ rN(n) the rule pg2 (nŒ) is well defined and p1(n)=r <TG(pg2 (nŒ)).
This weakened refinement condition appears to be more appropriate for applica-
tions than the strict one in Definition 4.1, but it has some consequences. First of all,
transitivity of refinements is lost. Consider, for instance, a rule p refined by the
composition q; qŒ and the refinement of q and qŒ by some compositions e and eŒ,
respectively. Since there is no constraint on the private types of the third system,
there is also no guarantee that the sequential composition of e and eŒ is well
defined. For instance, e could have nodes or edges typed w.r.t. private types which
are not present in eŒ, making the sequential composition of e and eŒ undefined.
Whereas sequential composition could be extended to a total operation, this is no
longer the case for union, so weak refinements cannot be composed in general.
The second drawback is that the preservation of behaviour as stated in Theorem
4.2 does not hold any longer and only a weaker statement can be proved. Consider,
for example, a direct derivation n/m: GSH in a system G1 that is refined by G2
via a weak refinement r: G1 Q G2 , such that p1(n) is refined by pŒ={p −1, ..., p −n}. In
general there need not be a match for the refining rules pŒ, because there is no
control over the private types of G2. But if there is a match mŒ: LŒQ GŒ for some
p −i ¥ pŒ satisfying the gluing condition and such that r <TG(GŒ)=G and r <TG(mŒ)=m,
then the visible part of this derivation coincides with the abstract one, i.e.,
r <TG(nŒ/mŒ: GŒSHŒ) 5 (n/m: GSH). This is due to the fact that the forgetful
functor r <TG also preserves pushouts which are constructed separately for each type.
In a weak refinement, each step of the abstract system either induces a failure of the
concrete system (=ˆ no match), or a correct result. In order to obtain the full pre-
servation of behaviour for single steps, it is necessary (at least) to require that, for
each match m: LQ G of an abstract rule p and concrete graph GŒ with r <TG(GŒ)=G,
there is at least one refining rule pi with a match mŒ: LŒQ GŒ such that r <TG(mŒ)=m.
In other words, the case analysis given by {p1, ..., pn} has to be complete.
Definition 7.2. A weak refinement r=(rTG, rN): G1 Q G2 is complete, if for
each match m: LQ G of some rule p1(n)=LPKQ R with n ¥N1, and each
TG2-typed graph GŒ with r <TG(GŒ)=G, there is an nŒ ¥ rN(n) and a match
mŒ: LŒQ GŒ of nŒ such that r <TG(mŒ)=m.
Theorem 7.1 (Preservation of Direct Derivations). Let r=(rTG, rN): G1 Q G2
be a complete weak refinement. For each direct derivation n/m: GSH of G1 and
each TG2-typed graph GŒ with r <TG(GŒ)=G, there is a composed derivation
nŒ/mŒ: GŒSHŒ with nŒ ¥ rN(n) in Com(G2) such that
r <TG(nŒ/mŒ: GŒSHŒ) 5 (n/m: GSH).
The idea to refine rules by sets of rules can also be used to model refinement by
iteration, since formally it is not necessary to require the application conditions of
the refining rules to be mutually exclusive. Consider, for instance, the realization of
the transmission of messages along a channel via intermediate cells as in Example
5.1. It could be defined as weak refinement by transmitW {next_cellk | k ¥ N} where
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next_cellk stands for the sequential composition of k copies of rule next_cell. That
means
• The internal buffer is not created for the transmission but some buffer exist-
ing in the hidden environment is used, and after the transmission it need not be
removed.
• The necessary number of iteration steps that is determined by the length of
the actual buffer need not be fixed in advance, but can be left open, expressed by
the set of all possibilities. Completeness of this refinement means that there is a
correct implementation for any case that is implicitly chosen.
We have considered only single steps (direct derivations) of the abstract system. In
order to treat also composed steps, it is necessary to extend the sequential and par-
allel composition of rules to sets of rules. In this case, new linguistic concepts for
conditionals, case distinctions, iteration, etc., could be introduced, that are inter-
preted by sets as above and would yield an interpretation of the whole language.
However, the concept here has been to model each composition of rules by a single
rule again, which seems to be no longer appropriate for these constructions. At
least in the case of union rules modeling threads in combination with conditionals,
it becomes difficult to understand it as a single rule again.
7.2. Types and Subrules
The goal of this section is to show that refining rules by super-rules can be
simulated by using the typing mechanism. A tgts-morphism consists, up to the
relation between the type graphs of the involved specifications, of a simple renam-
ing of rules. Alternatively, we could use the subrule relation to relate the involved
rules (see [Par96]), as in the following definition:
Definition 7.3. A TG-typed rule p=L/l K0r R is a subrule of a TG-typed
rule pŒ=LŒPlŒ KŒQrŒ RŒ , denoted by p° pŒ, if L ı LŒ, K ıKŒ, R ı RŒ, and the two
components of the following diagram are pushouts in GraphTG.
p=((L, tL)Łr (K, tK)˜l (R, tR))
‡ ‡ ‡
pŒ=((LŒ, tLŒ) l˜Œ (KŒ, tKŒ)ŁrŒ (RŒ, tRŒ))
A subrule-morphism of tgts-specificationsf=(fTG, fN): GQ GŒ fromG=(TG, N, p)
to GŒ=(TGŒ, NŒ, pŒ) is given by an injective type graph morphism fTG: TGQ TGŒ
and a mapping fN: NQNŒ between the sets of rule names, such that
f >TG(p(n))° pŒ(fP(n)) for all n ¥N.
With composition defined in the obvious way, the category of tgts-specifications
and tgts-subrule-morphisms can be defined; for injective morphisms, it is closed
under pushouts.
Definition 7.3 seems more flexible than the definition given in Section 2, since the
subrule relation between rules allows us to include the equality as a special case
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(each rule is a subrule of itself). However, we have chosen the equality relation
because the subrule concept can be encapsulated in the typing mechanism. In par-
ticular, we are going to show that the subrule concept can be simulated by an
extension of the type system. Thus, even by allowing in a tgts-morphism just the
renaming of the target rules, we have the flexibility of the subrule relation, by
appropriately enriching the target type system.
To show this, we proceed by considering first the untyped case for graphs and
rules, and then the typed case for graphs, rules, and tgts-specifications.
Consider two untyped graphs K and KŒ related by a subgraph relation, i.e., an
inclusion morphism mK: KŒQK. (Note that any untyped graph is the same as a
graph typed w.r.t. the terminal graph 1 of Graph, which is given by the one node 1V
and the one edge 1E: 1V Q 1V.)
Consider now the following type graph W where 1 and 0 correspond to the truth
values true and false, respectively:
W represents the possible truth values for nodes and edges of K w.r.t. their mem-
bership in KŒ. A node of K either belongs to KŒ or not, corresponding to the two
truth values for nodes. For an edge in K, there are five possible truth values, repre-
sented by the five edges of W: true, false, and three versions of false but (source/
target/source and target) belong to KŒ.
The inclusion morphism mK: KŒQK and the type graph W induce the definition
of the morphism charK: KQ W defined by
charK(v)=˛1V v ¥ mK(KŒ)0V otherwise (v ¥ VK)
charK(e: vQ vŒ)=˛1E: 1V Q 1V, e, v, vŒ ¥ mK(KŒ)0E: 1V Q 1V, e ¨ mK(KŒ), v, vŒ ¥ mK(KŒ)0E: 0V Q 1V, e, v ¨ mK(KŒ), vŒ ¥ mK(KŒ)
0E: 1V Q 0V, e, vŒ ¨ mK(KŒ), v ¥ mK(KŒ)
0E: 0V Q 0V, e, v, vŒ ¨ mK(KŒ)
(e ¥ EK)
and it is such that
charK p mK(x)=˛1V (x ¥ VKŒ)1E (x ¥ EKŒ).
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The graph W is the subobject classifier of Graph and charK is the characteristic map
of K. By definition of subobject classifier, the following diagram is a pullback
KŒ|ŁmK K
‡ ‡charK
1 |Ł W
where 1 is the terminal object of Graph and i: 1Q W is the inclusion morphism.
Reading the diagram in terms of typing morphisms, it means that for each graph
inclusion mK: KŒQK there is a typing morphism charK: KQ W such that KŒ is the
forgetful image (pullback) of charK along the inclusion of the trivial type graph 1
into W, i.e., KŒ 5 i< (K).
This mechanism can be extended to rules typed over 1.
Proposition 7.1. Let p=(LPKQ R) and pŒ=(LŒPKŒQ RŒ) be two rules
typed over 1 and such that pŒ° p. Then, the typing of p over W induced by the
subrule relation is such that the retyping of p over 1 coincides with pŒ, i.e., pŒ 5 i< (p).
Proof. Let m=(mL, mK, mR): pŒQ p be the subrule morphism relating the two
rules. We already know that each component mL, mK, mR uniquely induces a typing
morphism charL: LQ W, charK: KQ W,and charR: RQ W, respectively.
It remains to be shown that the morphisms l: KQ L and r: KQ R are compatible
with this typing (so the same holds for lŒ: KŒQ LŒ and rŒ: KŒQ RŒ), i.e., the follow-
ing diagram commutes.
LŒ||ŁmL L
…lŒ (po) …l charL
KŒ||ŁmK K||ŁcharK W
‡rŒ (po) ‡r charR
RŒ||ŁmR R
For any item x ¥K (node or edge), indicating simply with 1 and 0 its truth values,
there are two possibilities:
• x is not in the image of mK. This means that it cannot be in the image of mL
(since the diagram KŒ−K−LŒ−L is a pushout, any item y ¥ LŒ not in the image of
lŒ cannot be identified with l(x) by mL, i.e., mL(y) ] lŒ(x)). So, charK(x)=
charL(x)=0;
• x is in the image of mK, i.e., x=mK(x0) for some x0 ¥KŒ. By commutativity
of the pushout, this implies l(v)=ml(lŒ(v0)). So, charK(v)=charL(l(v)) if and only
if charK(mK(v0))=charL(mL(lŒ(v0))) and, by definition, charK(mK(v0))=charK(v)
=1 and charL(mL(lŒ(v0)))=1.
In other words, char=(charL, charK, charR) is a typing for p, and pŒ 5 i< (p). L
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We illustrate now the extension of this reasoning to TG-typed graphs and rules.
In this case, the new type graph has to combine both the typing over TG and the
typing over W induced by the subgraph (or subrule) relation. For this reason, the
new type graph we consider is WTG=TG×W and the inclusion morphism
tTG=OidTG, i p !TGP: TGQ WTG, where i: 1Q W is the inclusion of the terminal graph
as above and !TG: TGQ 1 is the unique graph homomorphism to 1.
Given a monomorphism m: (GŒ, tGŒ)Q (G, TG) in GraphTG, we have the following
situation,
GŒ>|||Łm G
tGŒ‡ tG ‡cm charm
TG||Ł˜||tTG
p
1
TG
TG×W||Łp2TG W
where cm=OtG, charmP and p
1
TG and p
2
TG are the projections associated with TG×W.
Note that tG p m=tGŒ and p1TG p cm=tG by definition of cm, but tTG p tG ] cm.
As for the untyped case, with the following proposition we show that GŒ is the
forgetful image of G typed by cm over WTG along tTG, i.e., (GŒ, tGŒ)=t <TG(G, cm).
Proposition 7.2. Given a monomorphism m: (GŒ, tGŒ)Q (G, tG) in GraphTG the
following diagram is a pullback in Graph:
GŒ >||Łm G
tGŒ‡ ‡cm
TG|Ł
tTG
TG×W
Proof. The diagram commutes by construction. Let now X be another graph
and h1: XQ G, h2: XQ TG be two morphisms such that cm p h1=tTG p h2. We have
to show that there exists a unique h: XQ GŒ such that tGŒ p h=h2 and m p h=h1.
For each item x ¥X we have charm p h1(x)=i p h2(x) by composition of
cm p h1=tTG p h2 with the second projection. Thus there is exactly one item y ¥ GŒ
such that m(y)=x. This defines h: XQ GŒ by h(x)=y and clearly this is the only
morphism XQ GŒ with m p h=h1. Then, using the first projection of cm p h1=
tTG p h2 we obtain tGŒ p h=tG p m p h=tG p h1=h2. L
Consider now two TG-typed rules p=(LPKQ R) and pŒ=(LŒPKŒQ RŒ)
such that pŒ° p. Analogously to the untyped case (see Proposition 7.1), the typing
of p over WTG induced by the subrule relation is such that the forgetful image of p is
pŒ (the proof of Proposition 7.1 can be adapted to the typed case).
At this point, we are ready to show how to simulate the subrule relation between
rules of two tgts-specifications, with an extension of the target type system.
Let G=(TG, N, p) and GŒ=(TGŒ, NŒ, pŒ) be two tgts-specifications and
f=(fTG, fN): GQ GŒ be a subrule morphism as in Definition 7.3, i.e., such that
f >TG(p(n))° pŒ(fN(n)) for all n ¥N. Note that, without loss of generality, we can
assume fN to be injective (otherwise we can add to the target system copies of the
common rule names).
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Let GW=(WTGŒ, NŒ, cpŒ) be a new tgts-specification with cpŒ: NŒQ RuleWTGŒ
defined by cpŒ(nŒ)=(pŒ, cm), where
• pŒ is given by the rule pŒ(nŒ) without its typing,
• and its typing cm over WTGŒ is defined as above, where m is the inclusion
f >TG(p(n))° pŒ(fN(n)) if nŒ=fN(n), otherwise (nŒ ¨ fN(N)) m is the identity on pŒ.
Consider moreover the morphisms fW=(tTGŒ p fTG, fN): GQ GW and p=(p1TGŒ, idNŒ):
GW Q GŒ. The situation is depicted in the following diagram
G=(TG, N, p)|||||||Łf=(fTG, fN) GŒ=(TGŒ, NŒ, pŒ)
fW=(tTGŒ p fTG, fN) p=(p
1
TGŒ, idNŒ)
GW=(WTGŒ, NŒ, cpŒ)
We then have
• f >TG(p(n)) 5 t <TGŒ(cpŒ(fN(n))) for all n ¥N.
That means, the forward retyping along fTG of the abstract rule p(n) can be
recovered from its image cpŒ(fN(n)) in GW by the backward retyping induced by the
construction of the new type graph WTGŒ as discussed above. This reformulates the
subrule condition f >TG(n)° pŒ(fN(n)) in terms of the extended typing cpŒ over WTGŒ
and the corresponding forgetful functor t <TGŒ: GraphWTGŒ Q GraphTGŒ.
• The morphism p: GW Q GŒ satisfies (p1TGŒ)> (cpŒ(nŒ))=pŒ(idNŒ(nŒ)) for all
nŒ ¥NŒ,
and thus p is a refinement (in fact, a tgts-morphism). However, its type component
p1TGŒ is not injective, thus it does not reflect behaviour (see Theorem 4.2).
• If fTG is injective, then fW: GQ GW satisfies (tTGŒ p fTG)< (cpŒ(fN(n))) 5 p(n)
for all n ¥N; i.e., fW is a weak refinement (see Definition 7.1).
These two properties imply that f can be decomposed into a (non-injective)
refinement and a weak refinement. Beyond characterizing the relation of
subrule–morphisms and refinements this also shows why subrule–morphisms and
subrule–refinements do not preserve the behaviour of tgts-specifications in the sense
of Theorem 4.2 or Theorem 7.1.
To summarize, we have shown that the subrule concept can be simulated by
using the typing mechanism. Thus, even by allowing in a tgts-morphism only the
renaming of the target rules, we have the flexibility of the subrule relation by
appropriately enriching the target type system.
8. CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORK
In the first part of this paper we have introduced refinements of typed graph
transformation systems via a language for rule compositions and a corresponding
algebra of rules. A refinement of a more abstract by a more concrete specification is
then given by a mapping of the rule names of the former to expressions over the
rule names of the latter, such that the corresponding rules—considered w.r.t. the
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type system of the more concrete specification—coincide. Then we have shown the
most important basic properties of refinements: preservation of behaviour, reflex-
ivity, and transitivity.
In the second part of the paper, the structural properties of refinements and
morphisms (that can be considered as a special case of refinements) have been used
to introduce a module concept for tgts-specifications. A module is thereby given by
an export and an import interface, and an implementation body that realizes the
services offered at the export interface, using the services that are to be imported
from other modules via the import interface. This concept supports abstract
implementation and information hiding. The implementation notion is realized by
stipulating a refinement relation between the export interface of a module and its
implementation body. Thereby each rule of the export interface is implemented
(refined) by composing some rules of the body. The hiding of information is
achieved both by considering as visible semantics of the whole module the seman-
tics of the export interface, and by using types to hide the implementation details of
the body. Union, composition, and refinement of modules have been presented as
operations of a module algebra, together with their basic properties, stated as alge-
braic (equational) laws.
Two possible extensions of the developed theory have also been considered. The
first one uses an alternative notion of refinement, namely the subrule–refinement (in
the sense of [Par96]), while the second one allows also conditional rules (i.e., rules
provided with application conditions) and—correspondingly—uses a weak form of
refinement. The possible directions for future work are concerned with these exten-
sions: they have been presented here by means of an informal discussion and first
formal definitions, but a complete theory and a deep investigation of the conse-
quences of such extensions still have to be worked out. Moreover, to better under-
stand the usefulness of the approach, concrete applications of the refinement and
module concepts (beside the one considered in [GPST00b]) need to be developed.
Having defined a new module concept for typed graph transformation systems, it
is appropriate to discuss its relationships with the algebraic specification modules
(see [EM90]) and to present other modularization approaches to graph transfor-
mation systems.
To discuss the relationships and differences w.r.t. the algebraic specification
modules we distinguish two different levels: syntax and semantics.
The syntax of a tgts-module is quite similar to the one of an algebraic specifica-
tion module: the only difference is that the tgts-modules do not have a parameter
part. In algebraic specification modules the parameter part is a part common to the
import and export interfaces. In most cases the parameter part is the intersection of
the import and export interfaces: in this way it defines a public declaration of the
imported services that are also exported. Clearly, using tgts-modules it is not pos-
sible to define this kind of public importing.
The semantics of an algebraic module is a functor from the algebras of the import
interface to the algebras of the export interface, SEM:Alg(IMP)QAlg(EXP),
while the semantics of a tgts-module is given by the semantics of its three compo-
nents, related by the mappings of transition systems induced by the specification
morphisms. The export interface is the only component visible from the outside
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environment and has only an initial semantics (i.e., each tgts-module has a single
model) but all three components of a tgts-module and the two relations between
them are needed to support the notion of implementation.
Since tgts-specifications are used for formally specifying dynamically evolving
systems, it is very important to preserve the dynamic behaviours of the systems.
This dynamic aspect is not present in algebraic specifications since each of them
specifies an algebra (initial semantics) or a class of algebras (loose semantics), to
model only the static functional view of the components.
We proceed now with a presentation of other existing approaches to modulariza-
tion of graph transformation systems: relationships and differences with tgts-
modules are pointed out case by case.
8.1. PROGRES Packages
The PROgramming with Graph REwriting Systems—PROGRES— approach
(see [Sch91, SWA99]) provides a specification and programming language based
on graph transformation, where graphs and graph transformations are modeled by
logical formulas. The first module concept for PROGRES (described in [WS97]) is
inspired by the Modula–2 modules but we are going to describe a more recent pro-
posal inspired by the UML package concept (see [SW00, BRJ98]).
A PROGRES package consists of a graph schema, a set of graph queries, and a
set of graph transactions. The graph schema allows us to specify the static proper-
ties of a class of graphs: it introduces all the needed types of nodes and edges and
their attributes. The graph queries are used to perform subgraph tests (i.e., to select
the specified subgraph from the given class of graphs) while the graph transactions
allow us to perform graph transformation steps: complex transactions can be
programmed using an imperative programming language syntax.
It is possible to distinguish three different parts of a PROGRES package: a public
part (corresponding to the export interface), a private part (corresponding to the
body), and a protected part which contains the public part and is embedded in the
private part. Each single component of a package (node or edge type, attribute
type, graph transaction, and so on) has an associated visibility tag stating its
belonging to the public, protected, or private part of the package.
Given a server and a client package, it is possible to define two kinds of inclusion
relations: the import relation (from the public part of the server package to the
client package) and the refinement relation (from the protected part of the server
package to the client package). Importing and refining of a package is realized by
specifying the package’s name. The import relation defines a use relation for
packages, while the refinement relation realizes a kind of inheritance relation for
packages.
Each exported component of a package has associated two more tags describing
how it has to be used by any client package w.r.t. the import and refinement rela-
tions. The first tag concerns the import relation and its possible values are mutable
and immutable. A mutable resource can be used without any restriction by a client
package, while an immutable resource cannot be directly manipulated by the client
packages. The second tag concerns the refinement relation and its possible values
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are redefinable and final. A redefinable resource can be redefined without any
restriction by a client package, while a final resource cannot be used by a client for
redefinition purposes.
The main differences between PROGRES packages and tgts-modules are the
following ones.
• In a PROGRES package there is no proper import interface: importing is
realized by specifying directly the package name and it is not possible to be selective
on the features to be imported.
• In a PROGRES package, the implementation task is completely carried out
by the graph transactions belonging to the public part, while in a tgts-module the
refinement morphism between the export interface and the body already gives all
the necessary instructions on how to implement each rule of the export interface
with the rules of the body.
• The refinement relation relating two PROGRES packages realizes a kind of
inheritance relation and corresponds, in a sense, to the module refinement opera-
tion defined for tgts-modules. For the latter, however, it is not possible to define a
one-to-one correspondence between the abstract and the refined rules and there is
no way to distinguish between protected and private rules of the abstract body.
• In a PROGRES package it is possible to fix how each resource can be used
by any client package, w.r.t. the import and inheritance relations. This is not pos-
sible in a tgts-module: the rules of the export interface can be used without any
restriction by any module importing them via the composition operation (the only
requirement is the existence of an interface morphism).
8.2. GRACE Graph Transformation Units and Modules
The GRACE approach (described in [KK96]) uses the transformation unit
concept as a structuring mechanism. It is defined independently of a particular
graph transformation approach: a transformation unit is specified by two graph
class expressions, that describe the allowed classes of initial and terminal graphs, a
finite set of local rules, a finite set of used (imported) transformation units, and a
control condition which expresses a constraint on the input/output relation.
The semantics of a transformation unit is a graph transformation, i.e., a binary
relation on graphs containing a pair (G, GŒ) of graphs if
• G is an initial graph and GŒ is a terminal graph,
• GŒ can be obtained from G by interleaving direct derivations with the graph
transformations specified by the used transformation units (interleaving semantics),
• the pair is allowed by the control condition.
Since the definition is recursive, the set of imported units must be initially empty,
and the semantics is given in a bottom–up way. Information hiding is supported on
the semantics level: only pairs of initial and terminal graphs (not the intermediate
derivation steps) are specified.
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The transformation units are used essentially to encapsulate hierarchical sets of
rules, and their interleaving semantic generalizes the derivation process accordingly.
By appropriately choosing the control conditions, various operations on binary
relations like union, sequential composition, etc., can be defined.
With respect to programming languages, the transformation unit concept corre-
sponds to the procedure abstraction: the initial graph expression can be seen as a
form of parameter passing, the imported transformation units as external visible
procedures, the local rules as local instructions, and the control condition as a con-
straint on the possible derivations (executions of the procedure call). Such deriva-
tions are composed by a sequence of local instruction applications interleaved with
external derivations (execution of external procedure calls).
In a tgts-module, each rule of the export interface can be seen as a procedure
which is implemented by using statements and external procedures present in the
body (all used external procedures are required at the import interface and included
into the body). More precisely, each rule of the export interface can be seen as the
effect of a procedure call because its pre- and post-conditions are specified. The role
of the control conditions is played, in a sense, by the refinement morphism which
gives the instructions (the algorithm) to implement the procedure. Note that, while
the control conditions are used for successively selecting the correct derivations, the
refinement morphisms are used for building up only correct derivations.
A module concept based on graph transformation units has been presented in
[KK99, DKKK00]. A module consists of four components
MOD=(IMPORT, PAR, BODY, EXPORT),
where IMPORT is a set of identifiers referring to units known in the environment,
PAR is a set of formal parameter units (i.e., graph transformation units where only
the initial and terminal graphs are specified), BODY is a set of graph transforma-
tion units using only units of BODY, IMPORT, and PAR, and finally EXPORT is
a subset of BODY 2 IMPORT 2 PAR. A composition operation realizing a use
relation for modules has been defined.
A formal parameter unit specifies a binary relation between graphs determined
by its initial and terminal graph class expressions: instantiating a graph transfor-
mation unit means choosing any semantical relation included in the given one. In
particular, a formal parameter unit can be instantiated by a specific unit exported
by other modules. This is realized via a suitable composition operation between
modules. Only modules with a hierarchical and acyclic use structure of their units
are taken into consideration and the semantics of modules associates a semantical
relation to each unit of the module. More precisely, given a module, the semantical
relations of the imported units are given and, for each of the formal parameter
units, one semantical relation is chosen. The interleaved semantics of the other units
is defined if all the used units are already provided with semantical relations (under
the hypothesis of an acyclic use structure, the number of steps is bounded by the
longest path in the use structure). In particular, every exported unit defines a
semantical relation depending on the choice of the actual parameters.
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The GRACE transformation modules are quite different from the tgts-modules.
We point out two main aspects:
• GRACE modules are defined on a fixed level of abstraction, in the sense that
there is no vertical development of the specifications. Hence, they realize an encap-
sulation mechanism rather than an abstraction mechanism. Instead, the refinement
relation between export and body of tgts-modules realizes an abstraction mecha-
nism from the more concrete level of the body to the more abstract level of the
export interface.
• GRACE modules are defined in an ‘‘approach independent way,’’ while tgts-
modules are defined over the double pushout approach. On one side the approach
independence allows an abstract formalization of the involved concepts. On the
other side, choosing one concrete approach allows us to prove more powerful
results on the formalized concepts.
8.3. DIEGO Modules
The DIEGO (DIstributed Encapsulated Graph Object) approach to modulariza-
tion is described in [TS95]. DIEGO modules are defined over the double pushout
approach and are given by a body, an import interface, and an export interface.
Each component is composed by a start graph and a set of (untyped) rules. As for
tgts-modules, the three components are related by an import-body morphism and
an export-body morphism. Both of them consist of a graph morphism to relate the
start graphs and a mapping between the sets of productions, so that each source
rule is associated to a target one if a rule morphism between them can be estab-
lished (this defines a simple kind of subrule relation).
It is possible to create modular systems by composing modules via a use relation
(similar to the composition operation defined for tgts-modules). In [TS95] a dis-
tributed semantics of a DIEGO modular system is provided. It is also possible to
create run time instances of modules.
There are three main differences between DIEGO modules and tgts-modules. The
first one is that, unlike tgts-modules, DIEGO modules are defined for untyped
graphs and rules (i.e., information hiding is only achieved by using the subrule
relation). The second one is that export-body morphisms in a DIEGO module
define a one-to-one correspondence between rules, while refinement morphisms in
tgts-modules implement each single rule of the export interface by a composition of
some rules of the body. Finally, DIEGO modules are provided with a distributed
semantics and, moreover, it is possible to create run time instances of modules. A
step in the same direction has been shown in [GPST00b] for tgts-modules too.
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